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Also available in the 2 meter/1.25 meter version! This radio was approved by the FCC. Type taken for Part 90, FCC ID WVTWOUXUN09 (2 Meter, 70cm Version Only) Wouxun KG-UV920P-A is a dual UHF band/VHF base/mobile two way the radio is loaded with powerful features at an affordable price. With 40 W UHF and 50 W VHF,
KG-UV920P-A provides maximum mobile radio power without maximum cost. KG-UV920P-A has 999 programmable memory channels with CTCSS and DSC code/decoding, DTMF coding/decryption, priority channel scanning and simultaneous reception of two bands. This is the bandwidth of choice, which allows you to choose a wide or
narrow bandwidth at the click of a button. Bands can be freely installed on the same channel for VHF TX-UHF RX or UHF TX-VHF RX. It is the power of the chosen as well, which allows you to choose power output to high. medium or low level. Do you think it's powerful? This is just the beginning. KG-UV920P-A is not just a radio, it is a
full duplex cross-band and cross-band mobile relay! Choose from five relay parameters - normal radio mode, cross relay mode, two-dimensional transverse relay mode, relay mode, relay mode (receiver) or relay mode (transmitter). You can connect two blocks together using a 5-meter extension cable or microphone connection cable
(both included) to customize your own work relay. Impressed? Well, listen to this. The KG-UV920P-A also has dual speakers built right into the chassis with multiple speaker channel settings plus an optional speaker built into the DTMF manual microphone. This gives the UV920P-A a total of three supplied speakers! But wait, that's not all.
The name of the channel is edited and displayed, 76-108 MHz FM radio, 1750 Hz blast tone, group calls, 8 group scrambler, low voltage voice request, stun and kill feature, reduced noise settings, remote control and built-in cooling fan are all included in this package. That's not all. Wouxun built in a large, dual-frequency LCD display with
a 3-color selected backlight in blue, green or white. The backlit buttons on the front will help you see them in the dark. The full keyboard panel on the portable microphone speaker is also backlit and voice cues help you with the navigation menu. The front panel is not only functional, but also customizable! The KG920UVP-A includes two
types of switch panels to suit your needs. Choose from an ascending sloping panel or a flat panel to install in your car. The front panel is removable and can be moved separately from the radio chassis. The included 14-foot cable extension allows you to install it almost anywhere in your car, so you can have it right where you need it. KGUV920P-A can also be powered by the optional Wouxun SPS30WIN Power Supply to transform your mobile with two lanes in a fully functioning base station! Wouxun KG-UV920P-A comes with a hand-held microphone with speaker, sloping switch panel, flat switch panel, mobile mounting Remote front bracket, mobile power cord, 14-foot
extension cord, hand microphone hook, fuse, screw kit, owner's manual and manufacturer warranty for one year from Wouxun. NOTE: Version 1.25m (144-148/222-225MHz) has a minimum pitch of 5kHz. Step 2.5 kHz is only available on the 2m/70cm (144-148-420-450 MHz version). For your convenience, an additional USB
programming cable (PCO-003) is available for the Wouxun KG-UV920P-A program from your computer. NOTE: The software is available for download from the Download tab above. Ham Radio Starter Kit is your discount ticket to the exciting world of amateur radio! Made up of ham for ham, this kit has everything you need to get you
started as an amateur radio operator at minimal cost! Ham Radio Starter Kit Mobile/Base Station Edition is a great training package for the Technician License Class or Training Club. This will come in handy for new hams that are just beginning and want to build a ham shack on a budget. This is the perfect gift for this ham in your life who
wants a mobile or basic radio station to get on the air. Ham Radio Starter Kit Mobile Base Station includes: Wouxun KG-UV920P-A Dual Band UHF/VHF Base/Mobile Amateur Radio Wouxun SPS30WIN 30A Switch Power Tram 1185 Amateur Double Range Magnet Antenna USB Programming Cable Want Ham Radio Package That Has
It All? This is the kit you need! Wouxun KG-UV920P-A Features999 Memory ChannelsDual Band144-148MHz frequency VHF420-450 MHz UHF frequency220 MHz frequency (220 version only)Repeater CapableFull Duplex Cross-Band and Cross-Band Repeater8 Group Scrambler40W/50W Transmit PowerFM RadioMemory
ChannelChannel ScanPriority ScanPriority ScanDual WatchBusy Channel LockoutFull Duplex Cross Band and Cross Band RepeaterCTCSS/DC Encode/DecodeCTCSS/DCS Tone ScanSelectable 3 Color Backlit LCD DisplayBacklit KeypadChannel Title Edit and DisplayBattery MeterMinimum Operational Voltage AlarmPowerKeypad
LockAudible Button BeepsVoice PrompsDual 3,,.5mm Speaker PortsCloning CapablePC Programmable (requires additional cable)Double speaker and dual outputBacklit DTMF Hand mic with speakerCooling FanRemote front panel Installation OptionDTMF Coding and DecodingStun and Kill FunctionResetOne Year GuaranteeIn that AAWouxun KG-UV920P-A Double Stripe Base / Mobile Two Ways RadioHand MicrophoneInclined Switchboard Panel (already installed)Flat switchboard PanelMobile Montage BracketRemote front panel BracketMobile Cord PowerExtension CableScrew Hand Sets Hand Hook2 Guards 15A 32V Owners ManualWouxun KG-UV920P :
140mm × 44mm × 207mmWeight: 1437.8g (includes microphone) Antenna Connector Type: SO-239 (UHF woman) Until it's a normal review of Radio Jockey on 4/13/2020 It does everything as advertised, it seems the front end can overload It's easy. Programming isn't too hard. The dual volume control installation is very very and the
volume starts very low, then jumps a lot on installation 2. It's not a very smooth transition. The 3 stars for the quality radio No.1 additional star for customer support review CDO on 5/14/2018 -2 of the 3 radio stations came up with questions: one was a download issue, and the other fan, which would work continuously as soon as the power
was put whether the radio was either off and off or without a face. BUT I've seen issues like this with other radio stations and usually once you get a working radio they usually last forever. I already have one that has been installed in my truck for at least 6 years and no problems. The features of these radio stations come with a well worth
the hassle of a possible lemon. They are jam-packed with the functions of a $600 rig. -Clean transmissions reported the NMO 2/70 antenna, although the range is limited with this particular installation. -Excellent reception from distant relay stations -Audio volume is a problem with these radio stations in all directions. It goes from dead
quietly to about 50% of the volume when going from level 2 to 3, but the good news is that it is LOUD. -The microphone has a good quality feel to it and it has its own built-in speaker with its own potentiometer, so it's 3 separate speakers for this thing. Also has the ability to hook your own in the back. Remote faceplate location setup is
perfect for my installation. The radios are installed behind the cabinets (with good airflow), while the front panels move around the table. Must have for my installation. -Easily converted this installation into regular relay mode. -I wasn't too impressed with the software programming. Yes, I would like to buy this product again from this
retailer. Steve's review on 8/25/2017 This Wouxun KG-UV920P-A has been announced as a return of customers who have been bench tested. I contacted the company and they shared the results of the testing bench with me. I bought an item based on their answers at a very reduced rate. When I got it, it was in orginial packaging
including some of the screw bags that were never open. It looked, felt, worked and installed like a brand new radio. Had all the instructions and accessories included. I installed the unit in my RV and used it several times and got nothing but positive comments back on the quality of my gear. The reception is also excellent. Very happy with
my purchase and would recommend this radio to anyone who needs an inexpensive mobile or second radio. The second review after Sam's 2 Unsuccessful review on 5/9/2017 I had no luck with these radio stations. They worked well when they worked. First stopped transmitting until 1 year, BuyTwoWayRadios guarantees it, which was
good. The second radio lost transmission on the 440 side after about 6 months. BuyTwoWayRadios will not guarantee this time, do not know I contacted Wouxon and they asked me to go to the service center which they told me was BuyTwoWayRadios, however they told me they didn't work for them. Overall, I would be careful with this
radio as the support and service behind it is not great. Great. Good luck! Radio Buying review Bruno on 4/20/2017 This is the second unit that I bought as the first developed problems with the head on the display I tried everything, but I ended up buying another and replacing only the head unit and everything worked fine after that . On
inspection I found that the LCD rubber contact with the screen separated from the board and this I think caused the screen to lose the display. This can help with the other radio stations you supply to Bruno Schneider's Regards I won't be buying again a review of the Yankees on 4/19/2017 I was excited to get my first radio time new HAM.
I got the radio, and was up and running pretty fast. For the first couple of weeks, I noticed the display started changing the characters to other than I programmed. I sent the radio back, got a new one, and after no more than two weeks, it started to happen again. Now I'm waiting for him to come back a second time. In the meantime, I had
to buy a replacement radio, adding to my disappointment. Love this review of radio N2NLM on 12/12/2016 I really like changing the color the way you want. I find it easy to program frequency manually. The speakers work perfectly, I really don't need an external speaker. The best double band I've ever owned! review of W5KLP on
8/30/2016 I have been an amateur radio operator in the US for over 25 years and I can't find anything wrong with this radio! I've seen where some say it's not a good setup for amateurs just starting out, but I disagree! This radio is a breeze for the program manually from the front or microphone. I love having to get the speaker into the
microphone. I bought a 2meter 1.25 meter version. I couldn't find anywhere to exit on the 1.25 meter side. I took the chance, and I'm glad I did. It's a full 50 w radio for 2 meters and 40 w at 1.25 meters. I run the Icom 7100 HF installation in my Mobil, which has 2 meters and 70 centimeters along with 6 meters and all HF bands. I speak
and monitor HF while visiting with my buddy at 1.25 meters or 2 meters. This made this setup perfect for me! The Icom 7100 also has a remote head, so I have very little equipment on my way while driving. This Wouxun radio seems to be of the highest quality! I rank it right there with my Icom 7100, which I had almost $1,500 invested. If
you are thinking of buying this radio do it! You won't be disappointed, I promise! 73..... Price/to quality good match review Sfc steiner on 5/29/2016 worked best for me to program 1 repeater in test reception then use the software to put the rest in. Very clear signal Not a good start-up radio review Ron dumb retired old truck driver on
11/1/2015 Again, no good radio for beginners Fantastic Radio on Big Price review Tuskir on 10/14/2015 I bought KG UV-UV920P in replacements for the much older Kenwood TM-733. Yes, I know the V-71 is there, but I would like to give Wouxun Wouxun I'm not disappointed. Audio reports are great, and radio snaps for the program with
RT Systems software. I'm not as radio-active on ham bands as I used to, so this gives me a big kick for the buck. PROS: All inclusive; even the retoting of the cable and the radio mounts. Most of everything can be controlled by using a hand-held microphone speaker against the front. CONS: I didn't realize if there's brightness control to
increase front-facing lighting, but it would be a great underhand with these bright southern days here. That's it. Great for Sam's money review on 8/17/2015 I was on a budget for a mobile setup and this one fits the bill. I was very pleased with the performance and get messages of good sound quality from other hams. The speaker in the
microphone is a nice touch. I also like his ability to work on all his frequencies. I use it daily without problems. Excellent starter base station for newcomer review JoeG on 8/17/2015 This product was shipped quickly, was well packaged, and arrived full as advertised. Being new to this, I immediately turned to my local ham club for help.
They were well aware of the possibilities if radio and power, and the almost futility of the accompanying software program! After buying if adequate software, and a member of the help club, I'm on the air and enjoying my Wouxun Starter Kit - Mobile/Base Station. Excellent radio value. Great service. review kk6sxb on 7/24/2015 This radio
is installed in my truck. The remote mounting face plate is very good. The radio is under my seat. The radio is solid. This is my third radio from Cricket Ventures. Very happy with the service. They went out of their way to exchange and update another, fourth radio I bought. I bought a second one, so I think I was pleased with Annie's first
review on 5/13/2015 If, after programming transciever, you find that you can access the repeaters but don't get audio, try disabling the PL feature on the receiver. Some repeaters only use PL on the input. This is my 2nd purchase of this radio review of the big red on 1/6/2015 product was sent on the same day that I ordered it. Great radio
contenders top rock review names on 11/29/2014 built as a tank of Great Radio review Page7x on 11/27/2014 I use it at home with a tram 1185 on a cookie sheet and can hit a few repeaters without problems. Great Radio! Ranger review on 11/24/2014 Easy Deal. Love is the radio! Michael's review on 9/19/2014 I bought this complete
with meals for my home station. Works better than expected! Great radio for the price! The review of the nailgun on 9/14/2014 Radio works well for both prostox and working repeaters. Is the subject of some computer noise, but again not all radio? My experience so far is that you get a lot of radio for the money, so it's a decent purchase.
Big radio Jason on 9/4/2014 Great Radio as soon as he is programmed. Love cross-group cross-group Functions. Use it all the time while hunting. Awesome! Adam KM4CTJ review on 8/24/2014 I love this mobile!!!!! For me, I think it makes Yaesu, Icom, and Kenwood a piece of pants! The reason I chose this by yaesu 7900 was the full
duplex and cross-band repeat feature. Has a complete quiet clear clear transmission and has gone over 100 miles with my Ed Fong Ebay antenna on a 50ft new rg8x soldier coaxial. I would recommend this product to those who need a good mobile phone with all the bells and whistles, but can not afford a high price tag end, as with
Yaesu etc. My next purchase will be the UV950-P Wouxon quad-core banderets so VHF/VHF Repeater features can be used. The current VHF/UHF cross-group repeat is awesome as well. So far so good and I've been using it for 3 weeks with any problems. I can easily make hazard repeaters on a low setting that is 5 W and 40 miles, as
confirmed by Daniel KF4KPL's clean controller, as well as Pikeville which is 50 miles from my location at low as well! Harlan Relay is located 23mi away in the same way, on a low 5 watt setting with a full quiet and full clear, clear sound, as confirmed by our club clean president Wayne AF4YJ. Believe me when I tell you that I am in love
with this thing! And I promise, if you get one, you'll be too! Be sure to get cable programming if you want to fully experience what all this radio can do! Personally, if it was included with the purchase price this radio would go from super great to buy an unrivalled product for the price, I just that satisfied with it! Jose review Jose on
12/22/2013 I bought this radio three weeks ago, it copies well, however I was not able to customize it to make one transmission. The documentation is extremely bad. Wouxun KG-UV920P-A Dual Band Base/Mobile Gene review on 10/28/2013 This radio turned out to be good for my use. I don't need this for everyday use, but so far it only
performs a fine for contacting others on repeaters in my area. I currently use it in my car, but plan to set it up for a cross-group repeat in my home, but will need to explore how to do it, while meeting all the FCC criteria for such an operation. Operation. wouxun kg-uv920p-a. wouxun kg-uv920p-a-220. wouxun kg-uv920p-a review. wouxun
kg-uv920p-a manual. wouxun kg-uv920p-a software
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